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Abstract
Quorum systems are used to implement many coordination problems in distributed systems
such as mutual exclusion, data replication, distributed consensus, and commit protocols. This
paper presents a new class of quorum systems based on connected regions in planar graphs. This
class has an intuitive geometric nature and is easy to visualize and map to the system topology.
We show that for triangulated graphs, the resulting quorum systems are non-dominated, which
is a desirable property. We study the performance of these systems in terms of their availability,
load, and cost of failures. We formally introduce the concept of cost of failures and argue that it
is needed to analyze the message complexity of quorum-based protocols. We show that quorums
of triangulated graphs with bounded degree have optimal cost of failures. We study a particular
member of this class, the triangle lattice. The triangle lattice has small quorum size, optimal
load for its size, high availability, and optimal cost of failures. Its parameters are not matched by
any other proposed system in the literature. We use percolation theory to study the availability
of this system. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Quorum systems; Fault tolerance; Load; Cost of failures; Planar graphs; Distributed
systems; Percolation
1. Introduction
A quorum system is a collection of sets, quorums, that mutually intersect. Quo-
rum systems have been used to implement mutual exclusion [1, 18], replicated data
systems [16], commit protocols [27], and distributed consensus [21]. In a typical im-
plementation of mutual exclusion using a quorum system, processors request access to
the critical section from all members of a quorum. A processor can enter its critical
( A preliminary version of this paper appeared in O. Babaoglu and K. Marzulo, editors, Proceedings of
the Tenth International Workshop on Distributed Algorithms, volume 1151 of Lecture Notes on Computer
Science, pages 251{268. Springer Verlag, October 1996.
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section only if it receives permission from all processors in a quorum. 1 Quorums are
used in schemes similar to the one above to achieve other types of coordination.
Quorum systems are usually evaluated according to the following criteria.
1. Quorum size. The size of a quorum determines the number of messages needed
to access it. The size of the smallest quorum is usually used as a measure of the
number of messages required by protocols using quorum systems.
2. Load. The load of a quorum system measures the share that processors have in
handling requests to quorums. Given a probability distribution on quorum accesses,
the load on an element is equal to the sum of the access probabilities of all quorums
it belongs to. For a given probability distribution, the quorum system load is the
maximum of the loads of all elements. The load of a quorum system is the minimum
over all access probability distributions.
3. Availability. The availability of a quorum system measures the probability that the
system is usable when failures occur. A quorum system is available if there is a
quorum that consists of non-failed processors. The availability of a quorum system is
the probability that a quorum system is available given that processors fail according
to some probability distribution. The failure probability of a quorum system is the
probability that the quorum is not available.
4. Cost of failures. The cost of failures is used to measure the overhead message-
complexity due to failures. If a quorum set has some faulty processors, then it is
not usable because it is not guaranteed to share a correct processor with every other
quorum. In such a case, a processor attempting to access the quorum with failed
processors must nd another quorum with no failed processors. A rule that species
how a replacement quorum is chosen is called a fault-tolerant strategy. Informally,
the cost of failures is the additional number of processors that need to be contacted
when a failure occurs.
The denition of load above is taken from [23]. The formal denition of the cost
of failures is a contribution of this paper; a similar, but more restricted, concept was
informally used by other researchers [4, 15]. A related, but dierent, notion is the probe
complexity dened by Peleg and Wool [25].
We believe that the evaluation of the cost of failures is important to give a better
picture of the message complexity of a quorum system in the presence of failures.
In this work, we evaluate quorums according to all of the criteria above and intro-
duce a new general class of quorum systems, the planar quorum systems. We study a
particular member of this class and show that it outperforms other proposed quorum
systems.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of related work
by other researchers. Section 3 summarizes the contributions of the paper. Section 4
presents some basic denitions and formally introduces the concept of cost of failures.
Section 5 introduces the class of planar quorum systems and derives its properties.
1 Additional measures are needed to insure that the implementation is fair and deadlock free.
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Section 6 denes the triangle system and derives its properties. Section 7 concludes
the paper.
2. Related work
Early work on quorum systems used voting to dene quorums [8]. In systems based
on voting, each processor has a weighted vote; a quorum consists of any set of proces-
sors whose total votes is greater than half the total of all votes. The simple majority
system is an example of a voting system [28]. It has the advantage of having the
highest availability amongst all quorum systems [24], but it suers from large quorum
size and high load. Garcia-Molina and Barbara [7] related quorums to intersecting set
systems [3]. They dened coteries and introduced the concept of non-domination. They
showed that non-dominated quorum systems are desirable for high availability and pre-
sented an algorithm to construct non-dominated quorums. Maekawa [18] pointed to the
connection between quorum systems and nite projective planes and argued that having
quorums of almost equal size (balanced systems) is a desirable property. He presented
a balanced quorum system in which the size of each quorum is 2
p
n and where each
processor belongs to 2
p
n quorum sets, where n is the total number of processors in
the system. His system has a low load, a high cost of failures, and a low availability.
Kumar [15] introduced a quorum system based on a hierarchical construction (HQC).
His system has minimum quorum size of n0:63. He discusses informally and briey a
restricted denition of cost of failures. His system has a constant cost of failures. Naor
and Wool [23] studied the load of many quorum systems. They presented a number
of quorum systems with optimal load and high availability. Their best construction is
the Paths system with load in the range [
q
2
n ; 2
q
2
n ] and whose failure probability is
e− (p)
p
n, where  (p) is a positive function of the failure probability p. The Paths
system has an optimal asymptotic load and high availability. In this paper, we improve
on both the availability and load of the Paths system. Peleg and Wool [26] presented the
CWlog (CWL) system which has a small quorum size and a relatively high availability.
They showed that the CWlog system has a high availability even for small values of n.
For some values of n and of the failure probability, the CWlog system has a better
availability than the constructions of [15, 23], which have better asymptotic availability.
Chang and Chang [4] present a quorum system on the triangle lattice, which they call
the triangular mesh. Unlike the triangle lattice, their system is dominated and they
show that it has
p
2n cost of failures which is much inferior to the cost of failures of
the triangle lattice which is optimal. Finally, the triangle lattice dominates their system
and, therefore, has a better availability. Cho and Wang [6] proposed independently of
us the triangle lattice system. Nevertheless, they do not study the load or asymptotic
availability of the system. Also, their construction is limited to the triangular lattice
and is not general like our construction of planar quorums. Finally, they do not study
the cost of failures of the system. Wu and Belford [29] presented independently of us a
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Table 1
Comparison of quorum systems
Criterion=System CWL [26] HQC [15] Paths [23] TL TRL [29]
Load  1lg n− lg lg n >n−0:37
p
2p
n
6LP6 2
p
2p
n

p
2p
n
> 2p
n
Condorcet Yes Yes Almost Yes Almost
Fault tolerant Yes Yes No Yes Yes
strategy
Cost of failures of lg n constant NA 6 O(
p
n)
proposed strategy
Cost of failures > lg n constant constant 66 69
Smallest quorum lg n n0:63
p
2n
p
2n 2
p
n
Dominated No No Yes No Yes
quorum system on a triangular grid (TRL). Unlike our triangle grid construction, their
construction is dominated. The construction they provide has read and write quorums.
The smallest write quorum of their construction is of size 2
p
n, which is larger than
the smallest quorum of the triangle lattice. They provide a strategy to choose a quorum
if failures occur which has a cost of failures in O(
p
n), much larger than the constant
cost of failures of the strategy we present for the triangle lattice. Furthermore, Wu
and Belford do not study the load of their system. A summary comparisons of the
various systems described above appears in Table 1. In the table, we provide the load
and the minimum quorum size. Also, for constructions for which the authors provided
a fault tolerant strategy (a strategy to choose a quorum when processors fail), we
provide the cost of failures of the provided strategy and the best cost of failures we
know for each construction (not necessarily proved by the authors of the construction).
Furthermore, for each system we indicate whether it is dominated or not (no other
quorum has strictly better availability). Finally, we indicate whether each construction
is Condorcet or not. A quorum system is Condorcet if limn!1 Fp(n)= 0 for p<1=2,
limn!1 Fp(n)= 1 for p>1=2, and F1=2(n)= 1=2, where Fp(n) is the failure probability
of the quorum system on a set of n processors; a construction is almost condorcet if
F1=2 6=1=2 (>1=2 for the systems in the table). Our simulation results in Section 6.3
indicate that the availability of the triangle lattice is not only asymptotically good, but
that it is comparable to the availability of the majority consensus system for small
values of n and p60:2.
3. Contributions
In this paper, we present a new class of quorum systems based on planar graphs.
Planar quorums consist of minimal connected components that intersect a circuit in a
planar graph. Given the geometric nature of the quorums, it is easy to visualize them
and map them to an existing network topology. We study the performance of quorum
systems in terms of their availability, load, quorum size, and cost of failures. We show
that, for triangulated graphs, the resulting quorum systems are non-dominated. Also,
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we show that quorums of triangulated graphs with bounded degree have optimal cost
of failures and we present an optimal quorum selection strategy.
We study a particular member of this class, the triangle lattice, and show that it
has an optimal load, small quorum size, high availability, and optimal cost of failures.
We formally introduce the concept of cost of failures, a contribution of this work and
we argue that the cost of failures is an important parameter that needs to be measured
when studying quorum systems.
4. Denitions and system model
4.1. Distributed system
A distributed system consists of a set P= fp1; p2; : : : ; png of processors. Processors
share no memory and can communicate using reliable message passing. Processors can
fail by crashing. We assume that failures can be detected by sending a message and
using a timeout. The failure model is discussed further in Section 4.4.
4.2. Coteries and quorums
Denition 1. A quorum system Q over a set S is a set of subsets (quorums) of S
such that any two quorums have a non-empty intersection.
In this paper, the set S models the set of processors P.
Denition 2. A coterie C over a set S is a quorum system over S which is minimal
under set inclusion.
Denition 3. A quorum system Q dominates a quorum system Q0 if Q 6=Q0 and for
every Q0 2Q0 there exists Q2Q such that QQ0.
This suggests the denition of non-dominated quorum systems.
Denition 4. A quorum system is non-dominated if there is no other quorum system
that dominates it.
It is not dicult to see that if a quorum system is non dominated, then it must be
a coterie.
4.3. Availability
Given a quorum system, we are interested in studying its availability when processors
fail. A quorum system is available if processors can use it in the presence of failed
processors. This can be guaranteed only if one of the quorums has no failed elements.
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Denition 5. A quorum system is available if one of its quorums has no failed ele-
ments.
If a quorum system is not available, then we say that it failed and we write fail(Q).
Quorum systems that are non-dominated are desirable because they have higher avail-
ability than any quorum system they dominate [13].
4.4. Failure model
We assume that processors independently fail by crashing with a failure probability
p. 2 We are interested in the availability probability for various values of p. In general,
we are interested in systems with higher availability, all other performance parameters
being equal.
Denition 6. The failure probability of Q is Fp(Q)=Pr(fail(Q)), where Pr denotes the
probability function.
Most quorum constructions are given as a function of n, the number of processors.
For such constructions, one can study the asymptotic behavior of the failure probability
as n increases. It turns out that this asymptotic behavior is sometimes similar to that
described by Condorcet Jury Theorem [5] which Peleg and Wool [24] formalized as
follows.
Denition 7. A parameterized family of functions gp(n) :Z 7! [0; 1], for p2 [0; 1], is
Condorcet if and only if
lim
n!1 gp(n)=

0 if p<1=2
1 if p>1=2
and g1=2(n)= 1=2 for all n:
To identify the processors that fail, we introduce congurations.
Denition 8. A conguration is a mapping C :P 7! ftrue; falseg such that C(q)= false
if and only if processor q has failed. The set of all congurations is denoted by C. The
set of faulty processors in C is faulty(C)= fq2P jC(q)= falseg. Let the failure-free
conguration be CT :P 7! ftrue; falseg such that 8p2PCT (p)= true.
Denition 8 will be useful in dening the cost of failures.
4.5. Strategies and load
This section presents the formal denitions of strategy and load. It follows the pre-
sentation of [23].
2 Models in which processors fail with dierent or time-varying probabilities are not treated in this paper.
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A protocol using a quorum system accesses quorums according to some rules.
A strategy is a probabilistic rule to choose a quorum. Formally, a strategy is dened
as follows.
Denition 9. Let Q= fQ1; : : : ; Qmg be a quorum system. A strategy w2 [0; 1]m for Q
is a probability distribution over Q.
For every processor q2P, a strategy w induces a probability that q is accessed.
This probability is called the load on q. The system load is the load of the busiest
element induced by the best possible strategy.
Denition 10. Let w be a strategy for a quorum system Q= fQ1; : : : ; Qmg. For any
q2P, the load induced by w on q is lw(q)=
P
Qj3q wj. The load induced by w on
Q is
Lw(Q)= max
q2P
lw(q)
The system load on Q is
L(Q)= min
w
fLw(Q)g;
where the minimum is taken over all strategies.
4.6. Cost of failures
As dened above, a strategy does not specify how processors choose a quorum when
failures occur. When failures occur, processors need to choose an available quorum.
The way processors choose an available quorum is called a fault-tolerant strategy. In-
formally, a fault-tolerant strategy is an algorithm that species how processors choose
an available quorum. Formally, we dene a fault-tolerant strategy as follows.
Denition 11. A fault-tolerant strategy is a functional FTS :PC 7!Order, that
maps a conguration C and a processor p to a function FTS(p;C) : f1; : : : ; ng 7!P
that prescribes the order by which processor p chooses a quorum in conguration C.
A fault tolerant strategy FTS should satisfy the following two conditions:
1. For any C and C0 in C, and 16k6n, (8i6k)(FTS(p;C)(i)= q^C(q)=
C0(q))) (8i6k) (FTS(p;C)(i)=FTS(p;C0)(i)).
2. If Q is available in conguration C, then FTS(p;C)f1; : : : ; ng contains an available
quorum for every p2P.
A fault-tolerant strategy species for every processor, and for a given conguration,
an order by which to choose a quorum. Dierent processors can choose quorums
dierently. If the quorum system is available, then the chosen processors should contain
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a live quorum. This denition requires that the choice of a quorum be deterministic
and that processors choose a quorum one processor after another. 3
Now, we dene the cost of failures of a fault-tolerant strategy.
Denition 12. Let FTS be a fault-tolerant strategy and C 6=CT be a conguration. The
cost of failures in C for q is
CF(q; C;FTS)=
jFTS(q; C)(f1; : : : ; ng)j − jFTS(q; CT )(f1; : : : ; ng)j
jfaulty(C)j :
The cost of failures for a given processor and a given conguration C is equal to the
number of extra processors that need to be contacted to choose a quorum due to failures
in C divided by the number of failures in C. The number of extra processors that need
to be contacted is obtained by comparing the total number of processors contacted
in C to the total number of processors contacted in the failure-free conguration.
The following two denitions give the cost of failures of a conguration (for any
processor) and the cost of failures of a fault-tolerant strategy (for any conguration).
Denition 13. The cost of failures of a conguration C for a given FTS is
CF(C;FTS)= max
q2P
CF(q; C;FTS):
Denition 14. The cost of failures of a fault-tolerant strategy FTS is
CF(FTS)= max
C2C
CF(C;FTS):
The cost of failures gives an idea of the extra number of processors that need to be
contacted when failures occur. When failure occur, a processor might choose to discard
all processors it already contacted to choose a quorum and instead decides to contact
a whole new set of processors. It is clear that this incurs a communication overhead
in choosing a quorum. So, it is not enough that the chosen quorum be small, as is
commonly suggested, but it is important that the total number of contacted processors
be small.
5. Planar systems
In this section we introduce a new class of quorum systems based on planar graphs.
We show that planar quorum systems are coteries and that, for triangulated graphs,
3 The requirement that the fault-tolerant strategy be deterministic is made for simplicity. In general, a fault-
tolerant strategy can be deterministic or probabilistic. A probabilitic fault-tolerant strategy can be dened as
follows. Let FTS be a set of fault tolerant strategies. Every time a processor wants to choose a quorum, it
randomly chooses one of the strategies of FTS according to some probability distribution and then execute
that strategy deterministically to choose a quorum.
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planar quorum systems are non-dominated. In what follows, we assume that the ba-
sic graph-theoretic terminology is familiar to the reader. We start with some basic
denitions.
Denition 15. A set that satises property P is minimal if it contains no subset that
satises P.
Denition 16. Let G be a graph. A set of vertices V of G is connected if the subgraph
of G induced by V is connected.
In particular, we say that a path is minimal if it contains no proper subset of vertices
connecting its endpoints. A path is identied by a sequence of adjacent vertices and is
denoted (v1; v2; : : : ; vi; : : : ; vl), where v1 and vl are the endpoints of the path. A circuit
is a path (v1; : : : ; vl) such that v1 is adjacent to vl. A simple circuit is a circuit such
that vi 6= vj; 16i; j6l.
Without loss of generality, we assume that all planar embedding are such that edges
are embedded into straight lines. Such embeddings are always possible [2].
Denition 17. Let G be a connected planar graph that has a planar embedding G
such that the innite face of G forms a simple circuit C =(a; : : : ; b; : : : ; c; : : :), where
a, b, and c are distinguished vertices of G. A planar quorum on G is a minimal
connected set of vertices that intersects the three paths Pab=(a; : : : ; b), Pac=(a; : : : ; c),
and Pbc=(b; : : : ; c) that form the innite face.
In what follows, we will specify G by specifying an embedding of G and we will
say that a planar quorum is on G. Note that there are no vertices on the innite face
other than those in C.
In the denition of planar quorums, the vertices of the graphs correspond to proces-
sors in the system. The edges of the graph are abstract edges and do not necessarily
correspond to direct communication links between processors. Nevertheless, it is possi-
ble to choose a planar graph that matches some links in the system. This will have the
advantage of minimizing the message complexity of protocols using planar quorums.
Lemma 18. A planar quorum consists of a minimal path Ph that connects Pab and
Pac; and a minimal path Pv that connects Ph and Pbc.
Proof. Let Q be a planar quorum. By denition, Q intersects Pab, Pac, and Pbc. Since
Q is connected, there exists a minimal path Ph = (vi; : : : ; vf) consisting of vertices of Q
where vi 2Q\Pab and vf 2Q\Pac. Since Q is connected, there exists a minimal path
Pv consisting of vertices of Q and connecting Ph and Pbc. The union of Ph and Pv
is a connected set that intersects Pab, Pac and Pbc. Since Q is minimal, it follows that
Q=Ph [Pv. Note that Ph and Pv have at most one vertex in common.
Theorem 19. Planar systems are coteries.
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Fig. 1. Intersecting quorums.
Proof. Let G be a planar graph and Q and Q0 be two distinct planar quorums of G.
The minimality of Q and Q0 implies that neither is a subset of the other. So, all we
have to prove is that Q and Q0 intersect. Let Ph and Pv be as dened in Lemma 18
and dene P0h and P
0
v similarly. We have two cases to consider:
1. Ph and P0h intersect. It follows immediately that Q and Q
0 intersect.
2. Ph and P0h do not intersect. We can assume without loss of generality that a is closer
to Ph than it is to P0h . It is not dicult to see that curves of Pv and P
0
h intersect
at some point x of the plane. Since the graph is planar, x must be a vertex of the
graph because P0h and Pv are paths of the graph; see Fig. 1.
In this paper, we use the following denition of a triangulated graph.
Denition 20. A graph is triangulated if the boundaries of its nite faces are triangles.
Next, we are going to prove that planar systems on triangulated graphs are non-
dominated. We rst note that the proof follows directly from results in [14]. Never-
theless, we present our own constructive proof because that proof is relevant to the
calculation of the cost of failure of the triangle lattice. Before proving that planar sys-
tems on triangulated graphs are non-dominated, we need to introduce some denitions
and prove some preliminary lemmas.
We rst need to introduce a virtual extension of G to simplify the proof.
Denition 21 (virtual extension). Let G=(V; E) be a triangulated planar graph. Let
I = fi0; : : : ; il−1g be the set of vertices of the innite face of G. We dene the virtual
extension of G to be the planar graph G0=(V 0; E0), where V 0=V [ I 0 (I 0 \ I = ;) and
E0=E [ S
06k6l−1
f(ik ; i0k); (i0k ; i0k+1mod l); (i0k ; ik+1mod l)g:
This extension is illustrated in Fig. 2. Vertices of G0 in I 0 are called virtual vertices.
It should be clear that if G is planar and triangulated, then G0 is also planar and
triangulated.
In Lemma 23, we need to use the concept of a cycle separating the set of vertices.
We start by dening the concept of separation.
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Fig. 2. Extension of a planar graph.
Denition 22. Let G be a connected graph. Let C =(c0; : : : ; cl−1) be a simple cycle
in G. Let o be a particular vertex of G. We say that C separates G into two parts if and
only if there exist two sets of vertices Vout and Vin such that o2Vout ; Vin \C = ;; Vout [
Vin=V and any path connecting a vertex in Vin to a vertex in Vout intersects C. Vertices
in Vout are called external to C (or outside C) and vertices in Vin are internal to C (or
inside C).
According to the denition, vertices in C are external vertices. In what follows, the
outside vertex o is the vertex a of G.
Lemma 23 (contour). Let S 63 a be a connected set of vertices in V . In G0; there
exists a minimal cycle C; contour, consisting of vertices (possibly virtual) adjacent
to S and such that all the vertices of S are inside C.
Proof. We only need to prove the existence of a cycle consisting of vertices (possibly
virtual) adjacent to S and such that all the vertices of S are inside C. The existence
of a minimal cycle follows from the existence of a cycle. We rst note that no vertex
of S belongs to the outer face of G0. The proof is by induction on the size of S.
1. For the base case, S contains a single vertex s. Let F = fF1; : : : ; Fmg, be the set of
faces to which s belongs. Since, G0 is triangulated and s belongs to G, all these faces
are triangles (the only non triangular face is the external face of G0 and s does not
belong to that face). We say that two faces of F are adjacent if they share an edge
containing s. Each face Fi is adjacent to two other faces in F because each face
has two edges that contain s, all elements of F are triangles, and the embedding
is assumed to be such that all edges are straight line segments. It follows that
there exists a cycle FC = fFi0 ; : : : ; Fij−lg of faces such that Fik is adjacent to Fik+1 ,
otherwise s must belong to an innite number of faces. This cycle of faces denes
a cycle of vertices adjacent to s as follows: c0 is a vertex of Fi0 and ck is a vertex
of Fik adjacent to ck−1 and not equal to s. This cycle is well dened because each
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Fig. 3. The failure boundary of a union of two connected regions.
face contains three vertices only, one of which is s. It is not dicult to see that C
separates G into two parts and that a is external to C.
2. For the induction step, assume that the theorem holds for all connected sets of
vertices of size k. Consider a connected set of vertices Sk+1 of size k + 1 that
consists of a connected set of vertices Sk of size k and a vertex v adjacent to Sk .
By the induction hypothesis, there exists a cycle Ck =(c0; : : : ; cl−1) consisting of
vertices adjacent of Sk and such that Sk is inside Ck . We note that v cannot be
external to Ck and not belong to Ck . In fact, v is adjacent to some vertex v0 of
Sk , and by the induction hypothesis, v0 is inside Ck . It follows that the edge vv0
intersects Ck , and that v belongs to Ck because v0 is inside Ck and v is external
to Ck . Therefore, there are two cases to consider depending on whether v is inside
Ck or belongs to Ck .
 v is inside Ck . It follows that Ck is the cycle we are looking for.
 v belongs to Ck . It follows that set of neighbors of v intersects Ck in two points
ci1 and ci2 as shown in Fig. 3. The other neighbors of v are divided into two non-
empty sets by Cn. Let v1; : : : ; v0 be the ones that are outside Ck (in Fig. 3, o=3).
C =(ci1 ; v1; : : : ; vo; ci2 ; : : : ; ci1−1 mod l) is a cycle that consists of vertices adjacent to
Sk+1 and that contains all vertices of Sk+1 as required.
Before proving more preliminary lemmas we introduce further notation. Let Pacb=
(a; : : : ; c; : : : ; b) be the path from a to b consisting of all vertices of Pac and Pcb=
(c; : : : ; b). Similarly, let Pabc=Pab + Pbc, and Pbac=Pba + Pac.
Lemma 24. Let S be a connected set of vertices that does not intersect Pab; Pac; and
Pbc simultaneously. One of the following conditions must hold.
1. S intersects Pacb; but not Pab;
2. S intersects Pabc; but not Pac and S does not satisfy Condition 1;
3. S intersects non of Pab; Pac; or Pbc; or
4. S intersects Pab and Pac.
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Proof. Let X = S intersects Pab; Y = S intersects Pac, and let Z = S intersects Pab. By
the premise, A=: (X ^Y ^Z) is true. The boolean formula B=(X _:X )^ (Y _:Y )
^ (Z _:Z) is always true. The lemma follows from simple manipulations of A and B,
and from the denitions of Pacb; Pabc, and Pbac.
Let CS be the cycle that contains S constructed in Lemma 23. If S satises
Condition 1 of Lemma 24, let lmS and rmS be respectively the leftmost and right-
most vertices of Pacb that belong to CS (by convention, a is the leftmost vertex of Pacb
and b is the rightmost vertex of Pacb). If S satises Condition 2, of Lemma 24, let lmS
and rmS be respectively the leftmost and rightmost vertices of Pabc that belong to CS
(by convention, a is the leftmost vertex of Pabc and c is the rightmost vertex of Pabc).
If S intersects Pab and Pac, but does not intersect Pbc, let lmS and rmS be respectively
that the leftmost and rightmost vertices of Pbac that belong to CS (by convention, b is
the leftmost vertex of Pbac and c is the rightmost vertex of Pbac).
Lemma 25. Let S be a connected set of vertices in V that does not intersect Pab; Pac
and Pbc simultaneously. Let CS be the simple cycle associated with CS constructed in
Lemma 23. In G; there exists a path PS consisting of vertices of CS and such that P
connects lmS and rmS .
Proof. The main dierence between this lemma and Lemma 23 is that the vertices of
PS belong to V and not V 0. We only provide a proof for the case S intersects Pacb,
but does not intersect Pab (the proofs for the other cases identied in Lemma 24 are
similar and are omitted). The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 23. For the base
case, the proof is almost identical to the proof of the base case of Lemma 23. For the
induction step, we consider Sk , a connected set of vertices of size k and a vertex v
adjacent to Sk . By the induction hypothesis, there exist a path Pk that connects lmSk
and rmSk . Now, we consider dierent cases depending on the position of v with respect
to Ck . As in Lemma 23, v cannot be outside Ck and not belong to Ck . If v is inside
Ck , the proof is identical to the proof of the corresponding case in Lemma 23. If v
is on Ck , but not on Pk , then Pk is the path we are looking for. If v is on Pk , then
we have to construct a new path Pk+1. We note v does not belong to Pab because, by
assumption, S does not intersect Pab. The rest of the construction proceeds in a way
similar to the corresponding construction in Lemma 23 and is omitted.
Theorem 26. Let C be a conguration. Let S be a set of vertices such that none of
the connected components of S intersects Pab; Pac and Pbc simultaneously. Either there
exists a set of vertices in V − S that connects a to Pbc or S connects Pab to Pac.
Proof. We assume that a =2 S, otherwise S connects Pab to Pac. Our proof obligation is to
show that if no connected component of S connects Pab to Pac, then there exists a set of
vertices in V−S that connects a to Pbc. Since the connected components of S satisfy the
premise of Lemma 24 and no connected component of S connects Pab to Pac, it follows
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that each connected component Scomp of S, satises one of the rst three conditions
of Lemma 24. Assume that S has c1 connected components that satisfy Condition 1,
c2 connected components that satisfy Condition 2, and c3 connected components that
satisfy Condition 3 of Lemma 24. If c1 = 0, then Pac is the path we are looking for. If
c2 = 0, then Pab is the path we are looking for. So, we assume that c1>0 and c2>0. Let
Sk be the kth connected component of S that satises Condition 1 of Lemma 24. Let
Ck be a cycle that contains Sk as specied by Lemma 23 and Pk be the corresponding
path as specied in Lemma 25. We rst note that lmk<l rmk because Sk intersects
Pacb (where a<l c means a is to the left of c). Let rst= leftmostflmk ; 16k6c1g
and last= rightmostfrmk ; 16k6c1g.
We assume that the connected components are ordered such that if k<k 0, then
lmk<llmk0 . We claim that Prst;bc=Pacb [
S
16k6c1 Pk − S contains a path P that con-
nects rst to Pbc. The proof is by induction on c1.
 For the base case, S contains only one component. Let Pa;first = fv j a6lv6l rstg;
If last2Pac, we dene Plast; c= fv j last6l v6l cg; Note that, by denition of rst
and last; Pa;rst and Plast; c do not contain vertices of S. It follows that Pa;rst [PS [
Plast; cPrst; bc is a path that connects rst to Pbc. If last2Pbc, then it is easy to see
that Pa;rst [PS Prst; bc is a path that connects rst to Pbc.
 For the induction step, S contains c1 components. For two connected components
Sk1 and Sk2 of S, we have:
{ lmk16llmk2<rmk26lrmk1 or
{ lmk1<lrmk16llmk2<lrmk2 .
These relationships can be proved by induction on the size of Sk1 . These rela-
tionships suggest that we classify the connected components as external or inter-
nal components. A component Sk2 is internal if there exists another component Sk1
such that lmk161lmk2<rmk26lrmk1 . A component is external if it is not internal. Let
Se1 ; : : : ; Sec0
1
; c016c1, be the set of external components listed in the order of their asso-
ciated leftmost vertex. By the induction hypothesis, P=Pacb [
S
26k6c01
Pek−S contains
a path that connects rst0 to Pbc, where rst
0 is the leftmost vertex on Pek ; 26k6c
0
1. It
follows that P0=Pe1 [ (rme1 ; : : : ; lme2 [P connects rst to Pbc because Se1 is an external
component, so rst= lme1<lrme16lme2 .
The set of vertices of Pa; rst [P is a subset of V − S and connects a to Pbc.
Theorem 27. Planar systems on triangulated graphs are non-dominated.
Proof. We should show that any set of vertices that intersect all quorums must contain
a subset which is a quorum. In other words, any set of vertices that intersects all
quorums must contain a connected subset of vertices that intersects Pab; Pac and Pbc.
We prove the contrapositive, namely, if a set S does not contain a connected component
that intersects Pab, Pac, and Pbc, then there exists a quorum set that does not intersect
S. Let S be a set that does not contain a connected component that intersects Pab, Pac,
and Pbc. There are two cases to consider.
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 No connected component of S connects Pab to Pac. By Theorem 26, there exists a
path from P that connects a to Pbc and that does not intersect S. The path P is
clearly a quorum that does not intersect S.
 Some connected components of S connect Pab to Pac. Let S 0 be the set of connected
components of S that connect Pab to Pac. Let rst0 and last0 be respectively the
leftmost and rightmost vertices of S 0 that belong to Pbac. It should be clear that
rst0 2Pba and last0 2Pac. As in Theorem 26, we can show that there is a path P
that connects rst0 to last0 and that does not intersect S. Now consider the subgraph
Gl of G whose external face is (b; : : : ; rst)[P [ (last; : : : ; c)[ (c; : : : ; b). In Gl,
dene al= last; bl= b, and cl= c. We prove using techniques used in Theorem 26
that, in Gl, no component of S connects Palbl to Palcl , where the paths are dened
in the obvious manner. By Theorem 26, it follows that there exists a path P0 in Gl
that connects al to Pblcl and that does not intersect S. The set of vertices of P [P0
is a quorum that does not intersect S.
6. The triangle lattice
In this section we study the planar quorum on a particular planar graph, the triangle
lattice. Section 6.1 denes the triangle lattice. Sections 6.2, 6.4, and 6.5 study the
availability, load, and cost of failures of the triangle lattice.
6.1. Denition
For any integer d, we dene a triangle lattice consisting of (d2 + d)=2 vertices and
that are connected as shown in Fig. 4. We rst dene the innite triangular lattice.
Denition 28. The innite triangular lattice is the innite graph whose vertices are
points of the form (i; j) or (i+ 12 ; j+
1
2) where i and j are integers and such that each
vertex (x; y) of the graph has the vertices (x + 1; y), (x − 1; y), (x + 1=2; y + 1=2),
(x − 1=2; y + 1=2), (x + 1=2; y − 1=2), and (x − 1=2; y − 1=2) as neighbors.
The triangle lattice is a subgraph of the innite triangular lattice.
Fig. 4. (a) Innite triangular lattice; (b) Triangle lattice, d=5.
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Denition 29. A triangle lattice T is a nite subgraph of the innite triangular lattice
whose vertices (i; j) satisfy 06j6 12 (d − 1) and j6i6d − 1 − j for some positive
integer d.
Fig. 4 shows the triangle lattice for d=5. The three points a, b, and c in the
denition of the quorum system are the three end-vertices of the triangle. In this section
we will only study the planar quorum system of the triangle lattice and we will use
the triangle lattice and its planar quorum system as synonyms. Note that n= 12(d
2 +d)
and dp2n.
Lemma 30. The size of the smallest quorum of the triangle lattice is d.
Proof. We rst note that there are quorums of size d (see Fig. 4). Let C be a min-
imal connected component that intersects the three sides of the triangular lattice. By
Lemma 18, C consists of two paths that intersect at a vertex q. It follows that jCj is
at least equal to the sum of the minimal distances from q to the three sides. This sum
is clearly equal to d.
6.2. Availability of the triangle lattice
To study the failure probability of the triangle lattice, we need to use results from
percolation theory [14]. 4 In percolation theory sites (vertices) or bonds (edges) of
a graph are either occupied or vacant. Percolation problems are divided into site-
percolation and bond-percolation problems (hybrid models are also studied). In the site
percolation problems, a site is occupied with probability p and vacant with probability
1−p. In percolation theory, one studies the probability of the existence of an innite
connected component in a graph. A good reference for site problems is [14], and a
good reference for bond problems is [9]. In this paper, we use results for site problems
to study the availability of the triangle system. In our terminology, the probability
of the failure of a processor is p. Therefore, we will say that a failed processor is
occupied.
The following denitions are needed for our results.
Denition 31 (horizontal and vertical crossings). Let G be a graph embedding in R2.
Let B= [a1; b1] [a2; b2] be a two-dimensional square in R2.
 (horizontal crossing) A 1-crossing of B is a path (v0; : : : ; vk) of G such that
1. (vl; : : : ; vk−1)B0 = ]a1; b1[ ]a2; b2[; 0<l<k
2. [v0; v1] intersects fx j x1 = a1g\B at a point of B0.
3. [vk−1; vk ] intersects fx j x1 = a2g\B at a point of B0.
 (vertical crossing) A 2-crossing of B is a path (v0; : : : ; vk) of G such that
1. (vl; : : : ; vk−1)B0 = ]a1; b1[ ]a2; b2[, 0<l<k
2. [v0; v1] intersects fx j x2 = b1g\B at a point of B0.
3. [vk−1; vk ] intersects fx j x2 = b2g\B at a point of B0.
4 Our proof is in essence the same as that of [29], but is more detailed.
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A horizontal crossing is a path of G that is contained in the square and that intersects
the left and right sides of the square. A vertical crossing is a path that is contained
in the square and that intersects the top and botom sides of the square. We dene a
faulty crossing to be a crossing consisting of faulty processors.
Denition 32. The crossing probability is ((a; b); i; p; G)=Prpf9 a faulty i-crossing
on G of [0; a] [0; b]g.
Denition 33. For a periodic graph G, the critical crossing probability is
PS = supfp2 [0; 1]j lim
n!1 ((n; 3n); 1; p; G)= 0^ ((3n; n); 2; p; G)= 0g:
Lemma 34 (Kesten [14, Proposition 3.67]). For the triangular lattice, PS = 12 .
This means that, if p< 12 , the probability that there exists a faulty horizontal crossing
on the triangular lattice of a rectangle whose horizontal width is n and whose vertical
height is 3n tends to 0 as n increases. A similar statement applies to faulty vertical
crossings.
The following lemma is proved in [24]. We will need it to prove that the failure
probability of the triangle lattice is Condorcet.
Lemma 35. For a non-dominated quorum system; the failure probability is such that
Fp=1− F1−p.
It follows immediately that F1=2 = 1=2 for a non-dominated quorum system.
Lemma 36. The failure probability of the planar quorum of the triangle lattice is
Condorcet.
Proof. By Theorem 27, the triangle lattice is non-dominated. By Lemma 35, it is
enough to prove that limd!1 Fp(n)= 0 for p<1=2. Consider a rectangle R whose basis
is that of the triangle lattice and whose height is 13d. By Lemma 34 and Denition 33, if
p< 12 , then, with probability 0, there exists a vertical crossing of R consisting of faulty
processors when d goes to 1. By arguments similar to those used in proving Theorem
27, we can show that there exists no faulty vertical crossing of R if and only if there
exists a horizontal crossing of R consisting of correct processors. It follows that, with
probability 1, there exists a horizontal crossing of R consisting of correct processors.
Similarly, we consider R0 as shown in Fig. 5 and prove that, with probability 1, there
exists a vertical crossing of R consisting of correct processors. The union of these two
paths clearly contains a quorum in the triangle lattice. It follows that, if p< 12 , then,
with probability 1, there exists a quorum consisting of correct processors when d goes
to 1. This completes the proof.
We can also obtain a direct bound on the availability of the triangle lattice. The proof
relies on a counting argument. We recall that a quorum consists of two intersecting
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Fig. 5. Horizontal and vertical crossings.
Fig. 6. (a) Forbidden paths; (b) Quorums for a low load.
minimal paths. Any minimal path cannot contain three points on a triangle (Fig. 6)
because one of the three points can always be eliminated by taking a shortcut. It follows
that there are at most 3k minimal paths of length k because there are at most three
points that can extend a minimal path of length k− 1 into a minimal path of length k.
Let H be the set of minimal paths of length k connecting Pab and Pac. There are at
most d3k (3k for each starting point) paths in H . There are at most d3k
0
minimal paths
of length k 0 connecting a path in H to Pbc. It follows that there are at most d23k+k
0
quorums of size k + k 0. The probability that any of these quorums consists of faulty
processors is pk+k
0
. Hence, the probability that there exists a quorum consisting of
faulty processors is at most
P
d6l6n d
2(3p)l6d2(3p)d=(1−3p)62n(3p)d=(1−3p). It
follows (with little algebraic manipulation) that, if p<1=4, Fp(n)=O(e−4
p
n=10). For
p<1=4, this is better than the availability of the Paths system given in [23]. 5 Also,
the availability of the triangle lattice is better than the availability of the Paths system
for p=1=2.
5 A similar calculation yields Fp(n)=O(e−3
p
n=10) for the Paths systems.
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Fig. 7. Failure probabilities of the triangle lattice.
6.3. Simulation results
To get a clearer picture of the availability of the triangle lattice for small system
sizes, we compare simulation results for the failure probability of the triangle lattice
to the failure probability of the majority consensus system. The comparison to the
majority consensus is particularly interesting because majority consensus has the highest
availability amongst all quorum systems. Since we do not have an analytic formula
for the failure probability of the triangle lattice for all values of p, we had to use
simulation results. We ran simulation results for 6 system sizes: 1; 3; 6; 10; 15, and 21.
Each simulation generated 50 000 random congurations and for each conguration the
simulation checked whether there is an available majority or an available triangle lattice
for values of p ranging from 0:05 to 1. The system failure probability was obtained
by dividing the number of congurations that are available to the total number of
congurations. For n=1, n=3 and n=6, the triangle lattice is identical to majority
consensus as dened in [26], and the simulation results of the two systems are almost
identical. For n=10, n=15 and n=21, the simulation results show that the failure
probability of the triangle lattice is comparable to that of the majority consensus for
all values of p. We show the graphs for n=15 and n=21 in Fig. 7.
The simulation results show that the triangle lattice system has very good availability
which is comparable to that of the majority consensus for p60:2 and indistinguishable
from the majority consensus for p60:1. This is particularly good especially that the
triangle lattice has optimal load and small quorum size.
6.4. Load of the triangle lattice
In this section we calculate exactly the load of the triangle lattice.
For the lower bound, we use the following theorem from [23].
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Theorem 37. The load of a quorum system satises: L(Q)>c(Q)=n; where c(Q) is
the size of the smallest quorum of Q.
The triangle lattice has c(T)=d. It follows that L(T)>d=[(d2+d)=2]= 2=(d+1).
For the upper bound, we consider the following d+1 quorums: Qk = f(i; j) j (i; j)2T^
((j= k)_ (j= i− (d−1)+2k))g for 06k6d−1 and Qd= f(i; j) j (i; j)2T^ j=d−
1− ig. These quorums are shown in Fig. 6 in which lines of dierent width represent
the dierent quorums. Every vertex in T belongs to exactly two quorum sets. It follows
that for a strategy that chooses each of d+ 1 quorums with probability 1=(d+ 1), the
load on every processor is 2=(d+ 1). It follows that L(T)62=(d+ 1).
So, we conclude that L(T)= 2=(d + 1)=4=(1 +
p
8n+ 1)p2=pn. This is the
exact value of the load. From Theorem 37, we conclude that the load of the triangle
lattice is optimal for its quorum size. This is better than the result of [23] which bounds
the load of the paths system between p2=pn and 2p2=pn.
6.5. Cost of failures of the triangle lattice
In this section, we present a fault-tolerant strategy for the triangle lattice and prove
that the cost of failures of the triangle lattice is constant.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. First, we give an overview of the
strategy, then we see how it applies to a particular example, and give a sketch of the
proof of correctness of the strategy (we do not present a complete proof because the
proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 27). Finally, we show that the cost of
failures of the proposed strategy is constant.
6.6. A fault-tolerant strategy
We rst present a strategy that nds a horizontal path. At the end of this section,
we explain how to nd an available quorum. Figs. 8 and 9 contain the details of the
strategy. The same strategy is used by all processors. In the discussion below, we
assume without loss of generality that processor p1 is using the strategy. The strategy
consists of two functions: Find Horiz Path and Find Fail Region. Find Horiz Path is
the main function and it calls Find Fail Region. Find Horiz Path nds a horizontal
path connecting Pab and Pac. Find Fail Region nds a connected component consisting
of faulty vertices (processors) and containing a given vertex. It also nds the boundary
of the failure region.
There are four global variables used by the fault-tolerant strategy. The following is
a description of each of the global variables.
1. Faulty is a set of vertices. Initially faulty is empty. If a vertex is detected to be
faulty, it is added to this set.
2. Checked is the set of vertices that have been contacted. Whenever a vertex is
contacted, it is added to Checked .
3. FailureRegion is a connected region consisting of failed vertices. This variable is
updated by Find Fail Region and is read by Find Horiz Path.
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Faulty: set of Vertex initially Faulty :=
Checked: set of Vertex initially Checked :=
FailureBoundary; FailureRegion: Graph
= The parameter H is of the form H := rst= h1; h2; : : : ; hk = last; =
= such that rst2Pab; last2Pac  =
Graph Find Horizontal Path(H);
Path: Graph initially Path :=
curent: Vertex initially current := rst
repeat
if current not failed do
Path :=Path[fcurrentg
current := vertex to the right of current in H
else
add current to Faulty
FailureBoundary := FailureRegion :=
Find Failure Region(current)
if last 62Checked do
current := rightmost vertex of H on FailureBoundary
Path :=Path[FailureBoundary
until last2Checked
if Path connects Pab and Pac
return Path
else
return 
Fig. 8. Finding a horizontal path.
Find Failure Region(initial)
add initial to FailureRegion
add initial to Faulty
add initial to Checked
for q2Neighbors(initial) do
if q 62Checked then
if q failed or q2Faulty then
Find Failure Region(q)
else
add q to FailureBoundary
add q to Checked
Fig. 9. Finding a connected failure region and its boundary.
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4. FailureBoundary is the boundary of FailureRegion. This means that every vertex in
FailureBoundary is adjacent to a vertex in FailureRegion. This variable is updated
by Find Fail Region and is read by Find Horiz Path.
Now we explain how Find Horiz Path works. Find Horiz Path takes as input a path
H that connects Pab and Pac. The end-vertices of H are rst and last. If there are
no failures, this is the path returned by the strategy. If there are failures, a path that
\approximates" H is found. Note that choosing H is part of the strategy, but it is
done locally without contacting any processor. There are two local variable used by
Find Horiz Path.
1. current is the vertex currently being examined for inclusion in the path. It is always
a vertex of H . Initially, current is equal to rst. Current usually changes by being
set to the vertex to the right of it on H . If a failure is detected, current is updated
so as to go around the failure.
2. Path is the path being constructed. It is continuously updated as current progresses
on H .
At the start of Find Horiz Path, the path being constructed, Path is initialized to the
empty set and the vertex under consideration, current is initialized to rst. After this
initialization phase, the processing starts.
The processing is done inside a loop that terminates only when last is in Checked .
In the loop, p1 does the following. It rst checks if current failed (note that this
requires sending a message). If current is not faulty then it is added to Path and
current is updated to the point to the right of it in H . If current is faulty, it clearly
cannot be added to Path. So, p tries to go around the failure. If current were the
only faulty vertex, it is easy to go around it. Unfortunately, in general, there might be
a whole connected component that contains current and that consists solely of faulty
vertices. So, the goal is to nd this connected component and nd a way around it if
that is possible. This is achieved by calling Find Fail Region which sets FailureRegion
to be equal to the maximal connected component that contains current and that consists
solely of faulty vertices. Also, Find Fail Region sets BoundaryRegion to be equal to
the boundary of FailureRegion. Find Fail Region adds to Checked every vertex it
sends a message to (to check if it is correct or faulty). Any failed vertex detected
by Find Fail Region is added to Faulty. Note that every vertex is contacted at most
once in the strategy. If a vertex is found to be faulty then it need not be contacted
again because this information is saved in Faulty. After Find Fail Region is executed,
current is set to the rightmost vertex of H in FailureBoundary if last is not checked.
Also, FailureBoundary is added to Path. After the loop terminates, p1 checks if Path
connects Pab and Pac. If it does, then a horizontal path, subset of Path, is returned,
if not, the empty set is returned indicating that there is no path that connects Pab
and Pac.
Now we describe how p1 can nd an available quorum. Remember that a quorum
consists of two paths, one horizontal and one vertical. To nd an available quorum,
p1 chooses an optimal quorum and divides it into a horizontal path H and a vertical
path V . The strategy is executed with input H and V (with obvious changes in the
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Fig. 10. Finding a horizontal path.
code) respectively yielding two paths PathH and PathV . If both PathH and PathV are
not empty, then their union contains an available quorum.
6.7. An example
Fig. 10 depicts an execution of the Find Horiz Boundary with the input path H
consisting of a horizontal line of vertices. In the execution, two FailureRegion’s are
encountered. Vertices of the failure regions are depicted as black discs, and vertices
of failure boundaries are depicted as gray discs. vertices that are contacted by p1 but
that do not belong to a FailureRegion or a FailureBoundary are depicted as white
discs with wide circumferences. Vertices that are not contacted by the strategy are
shown as white discs. The squares in the gure denote virtual processors that are not
used by Find Horiz Path, but that are useful in reasoning about the correctness of
the strategy. The rst failure region separates rst from Pac. After the failure region is
encountered current is updated to vertex 1 in the gure. After the second failure region
is encountered, current is updated to vertex 2. Note that at the end of the execution,
there is a subset of Path that connects Pab to Pac. This subset is shown as a dotted
line in the gure.
6.8. Correctness proofs
In this section we prove that the strategy always nds a horizontal path if there
is one in the system, and that its cost of failures is constant. The strategy clearly
terminates because last eventually belongs to Checked either because it belongs to a
FailureRegion=FailureBoundary or because current reaches it.
Theorem 38. Path contains a horizontal path if one exists in the system.
Proof. The proof is by by induction on the number i of failure regions encountered
by Find Horiz Path. We note that each failure region is connected (easily proved by
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induction). We also note that each failure boundary contains all vertices adjacent to
the failure region and in particular contains a cycle that contains the failure region.
The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 26 and is omitted.
It is straightforward to to show that PathH [PathV contains an available quorum if
one exists in the system.
Lemma 39. The total number of processors contacted by Find Horiz Path is at most
equal to the number of processors in H plus 6f, where f is the number of failures
detected.
Proof. There are three groups of processors contacted by Find Horiz Path. First, there
are the processors that are in H . Second, there are the faulty processors in the various
failure regions. Third, there are the processors on the boundaries of the failure regions.
Note that there might be processors that belong to the rst and second or rst and
third groups. So, the total number of processors is at most equal to the sum of the
sizes of the three groups. The number of processors in the rst group is equal to the
number of processors in H . The number of processors in the second group is equal
to f. The number of processors in the third group depends on the size of the failure
regions. If a failure region contains only one vertex, then the corresponding failure
boundary contains 6 vertices. If a failure region contains k vertices, k>2, then the
corresponding failure boundary contains at most 5k vertices (can be easily proved by
induction on k). It follows that the total number of processor contacted is at most
jH j −f1 + 7f1 +f2 + 5f2 = jH j+6f, where f1 is the number of failure regions that
consist of one vertex and f2 is the total number of vertices in the remaining regions.
The theorem follows.
Now, we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 40. The cost of failures of the triangle lattice is constant.
Proof. Using the strategy to nd a quorum outlined above, a processor starts with a
quorum Q and divides into two paths H and V . Then, it nds two sets PathH and
PathV whose union contains a quorum if one exists in the system. Let FaultyH be
the set of faulty processors encountered in nding PathH . Let FaultyV be the set of
faulty processors encountered in nding PathV . Note that if a vertex is found to be
faulty while executing the strategy to nd PathH , it need not be contacted again while
running the strategy to nd PathV . The total number of processors contacted to nd
PathH [PathV is at most jH j+ jV j+6jFaultyH [FaultyV j= jQj+6f, where f is the
total number of failures encountered (using Lemma 39). The theorem follows.
It should be clear that we did not make use of the fact that the graph is the triangle
lattice other than for the constant 6. In fact, the result applies to any triangulated graph
of bounded degree yielding a constant cost of failures equal to the degree of the graph
plus one.
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One might note that the low cost of failures is achieved by a deterministic strategy,
whereas the low load is achieved by a probabilistic strategy. It is reasonable to ask if
this is a limitation on the results. As it turns out, one can achieve both a low load
and a low cost of failures simultaneously. In fact, the way the fault tolerant strategy
works is by starting with a minimum size quorum and nding a live quorum that
approximates it. We note that all the quorums needed to achieve a low load are of
minimum size. It follows that one can adopt the following strategy to achieve both
low load and low cost of failures. First, a processor chooses a quorum at random with
probability 1=(d + 1) as explained in Section 6.4. Next, and using the fault-tolerant
strategy, a live quorum is found that approximate the chosen quorum. This combined
strategy is not deterministic and therefore one has to change the denition of the
cost of failures to accommodate it. If there are no failures, the resulting load is low.
If there are failures, the cost of failures is low.
7. Conclusion
We presented the class of planar quorum systems and showed that it is non-dominated
for triangulated graphs and that, for triangulated graphs of bounded degree, it has a
constant cost of failures. We studied a particular member of the class and showed that
it has better quorum size, load, cost of failures, and availability combination than any
of the existing quorum systems. We formally introduced the cost of failures and argued
that it is better than the quorum size in measuring the message complexity of a given
quorum system. Even though the triangle lattice improves on previously proposed sys-
tems, it is still unclear if one can get further improvements. Another interesting problem
is whether only triangulated planar graphs yield non-dominated planar quorums.
We argued that planar quorum systems are appealing because they could potentially
be mapped to the system topology. An interesting direction of future research is to study
how this mapping could be done so as to further minimize the message complexity of
protocols using quorums.
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